
Sailing Crete's South Coast 
Aboard Impala, June 5 to June 10, 2016 
 
I discovered the south coast of Crete in literature, reading Bill Moss 
and Patrick Leigh Fermor's Ill Met by Moonlight. Fermor and Moss, just 
out of college and into the British secret service, kidnapped the 
general commanding the German occupation of Crete and secreted him off 
to Egypt. Much of the story takes place high in Crete's White Mountains 
and involves smuggles in and out of coves on the precipitous south coast. 
It introduced me to the Crete's extreme geography and the valor of her 
inhabitants. It immediately suggested sailing there.  
 
I have been sailing Impala in Greece for the past four years. We've been 
to Ionia, the Cyclades, Sporades, Dodecanese, and sailed around 
Peloponnisos.  Crete is the southern bound of this remarkable cruising 
ground and we sailed its north coast two years ago.  
 
I did a little research. The Portolanos, Hellenic Yachting Pilot 
describes the south coast in dour pilot book style: 
 

The S coasts of Crete are, on the whole, uninhabited, sheer, precipitous and inhospitable. ... The 
greatest problem for boats sailing these waters is the unfavorable weather conditions that prevail 
in the area in summer--winter. The N+S winds cause severe bad weather in winter with waves 
reaching the maximum height of 5,5m seen in the Mediterranean, ...Even in summer, the N winds 
cause severe gusting during the meltemi from the surrounding tall/sheer mountains. 
 

Off putting.  
 
On the other hand, travel books of Crete show full-page color pictures 
of spectacular beauty-covered beaches and describe the extreme gorges 
that cut down through the mountains' south slope to the sea.  
 
Attractive. Let's check it out. 
 

 



The Aegean has two seasons of gale: summer's northerly meltemi and 
winter's unnamed southerly storms. These Aegean winds are greatly 
affected by mountainous islands, whose precipitous slopes generate 
severe local gusting.  
 
Crete is the largest of the Aegean islands, a 135 mile by 20 mile ridge 
being pushed up as the African plate slides under the Aegean plate. Her 
peaks rise over 8000 feet from a spine 1500 to 3500 feet high, lying 
almost perpendicular to the summer meltemi.  
 
How Crete affects the meltemi depends on the meltemi's strength. Under 
force 4, it hasn't the power to cross the mountains--the wind stagnates 
on the north coast and the south coast experiences light back-eddies.  
The more common force 4 to 7 meltemi not only crosses the mountains, it 
falls down the south slope accelerating to gale force. Further, 
regardless of its strength, a portion of the meltemi diverts easterly 
along the ridge, funneling through the strait between Crete and Kasos, 
Stenon Kasou, generating some of the Aegean's strongest winds. 
 
Peculiarities in the mountains cause three spots along Crete's south 
coast to remain calm: Loutra, Kali Limenes (literally "good harbor" in 
Greek) and Ierapetra. All three have been used as refuges since ancient 
times even though they are just shallow indents along the shore. Today 
they are improved, a little, and all but Loutra have road connections to 
the north coast. But they remain hard to get to, and for the sailor, 
sweet to arrive at. 
 
Since Phoenician times, the Mediterranean has been the highway between 
Europe and Asia. Who controls Crete controls this lucrative trade route. 
The Germans were merely the last to take it by force. In 1400, Venice 
seized Crete from the Byzantines before losing it to the Ottomans in the 
18th century. They created a series of fortified harbors around the 
island which we will use as stepping stones for our cruise.  
 
On Sunday, June 5, 2016 Impala sets out from Chania under power with 
just a blush of wind. The engine is on; the genoa is in its bag. We know 
little of our destination, Gramvousa Island, but are excited to be off 
on our adventure. 
 
Even on the north coast the landscape of Crete is spectacular. We sail 
towards two mountain spurs, about 2 miles wide and 5 miles apart, that 
jut 11 miles out into the Aegean Sea north from the island's spine. Cape 
Spathe is the northern tip of the first, Cape Vouxa, the second is 
Crete's northwest tip. Gramvousa is just around the corner from Vouxa. 
 



 
 
Sailing around Cape Vouxa. We are soon to be surprised by Gramvousa Bay just around the corner. 
 
 
Halfway to Cape Spathe the wind picks up enough to burnish the glassy 
surface of the sea. Genoa up, we are sailing. It is a beautiful early 
summer day, blue sea, blue sky, Impala hard on the wind making six knots 
in eight knots of breeze.   [image 1]  There is a narrow channel between 
Cape Vouxa and the isle of Provatina which is an extension of the cape--
we take it. Turning south we sail on a mile to Gramvousa Bay and enter a 
most surprising harbor.  
 
Gramvousa Island has a flat top about 700 feet high. The bay to the 
south of it doesn't even look like a harbor till I realize the reef 
running south from the southwestern corner of the island gives 
protection from the west. With the island to the north, the mainland to 
the east and tied island of Tigani jutting west from the mainland to the 
south, the bay is protected from all sides. It is about a mile square 
and has two deep entrances, one to the north and one to the west.  
 
It competes with Souda Bay at Chania as largest and the best natural 
harbor in Crete. What is strange is, that it is in the middle of nowhere. 
There is no town associated with it. Here the Venetians built a 
strategically located naval base guarding their marine routes to the 
east. They secured it with a large triangular fort atop the flat, its 



back against the 700 foot vertical drop to the sea.  
 
We sail in and a large tour boat departs taking its day trippers back to 
where they came from. We appropriate the tour boat's 4" mooring hawser 
and go stern to her dock. We swim. The bay is an infinite infinity pool, 
Esther Williams blue, perfectly heated, and kept clean by scores of 
barbouni eating away at anything impure. The crew take the stairway up 
the cliff face to the fort, while I stay aboard record notes for this 
tale. 

 
 
Gramvousa Bay as seen from the fort looking south. 
Scott Beuscher photo 
 
 
Impala has four aboard. Mike Jehle, 53, joined us in Chania. He is a 
second generation protege of Irving Johnson having learned square rig 
sailing aboard Art Kimberly's brigantine Romance, Kimberly himself 
having learned as a mate aboard Johnson's Yankee. Mike's first sail on 
Impala was a delivery, Nantucket to Deleware Bay in October 1991. Mike 
hails from Fairfield, CT. where he runs the historical association. 
 
Oliver Lafarge, 30, is Impala's mate. He has been sailing Impala since 
our 2004 cruise in Norway and came across the Atlantic with us in 2011. 
He knows the boat as well as I. He knows wood boat building and is a 
master varnisher. He has been on all Impala's cruises in Greece and has 
learned to speak some Greek. Oliver lives on Nantucket and Tuckernuck.  
 
Scott Buescher, 30, is new to Impala, and new to cruising this year. A 
dinghy sailor in high school, he is a fast learner and will be an AB by 



the end of the trip. He grew up and lives in Nantucket. 
 
And I, at 73, am the old man. I have been sailing Impala for 30 years 
now and cannot get her out of my blood. I do less foredeck time than I 
used to, but the boys are glad to do it for me. I am thrilled to be 
aboard her in starlit Gramvousa Bay, with the Venetian fort guarding 
overhead and the looming mountains to the south'ard.  
 
Tonight, as the evening comes on, we have the beautiful bay to ourselves. 
I am reminded how privileged we are to cruise under sail. We may be 
subject to discomfort, but we are independent. We go whither the wind 
blows; and as we wish.  
 
Fact is, most of the places that we sail to, we could get to faster, 
cheaper and more comfortably on public transportation. Even Antarctica 
and Greenland have their cruise ships. But for me, the downside of 
contemporary touring is that in the hands of the operators, I become a 
NOBODY. I neither drive, nor navigate, nor discover; everything is done 
by others. I sit passively in my chair, transported about, directed 
where to look, presented with ideas to think about, obeying instructions. 
My daily experience is the absence of personal responsibility; my daily 
accomplishment is obedience to the program.  
 
Not so sailing. Our voyages depend directly on our skills. We sense and 
use the sea and shore about us. We fix what breaks. We salvage our 
wrecks. We pull our ropes, tend our helm, cook our food and wash our 
clothes. We make judgments about our courses, sails, anchorages and 
provisioning. Ours, at the end of each day, is a day's accomplishment.  
 
At Gramvousa, that evening, the four of us eat our meal discussing ideas 
in the special companionship found around a cabin table.  We have a 
drink under the stars, Ellington's band playing against the hiss and 
gurgle of the western reef, Impala barely moving in the tiny sea that 
survives it. Our reward from cruising comes not from the achievement of 
exotic destination, but from putting ourselves at risk, trying God's 
mercy by testing our skills to survive at sea.  
 
It is a reward we share together. Our particular feelings generated by 
our taking risk, achieving accomplishment and testing fate are 
individual. But the sharing of those experiences aboard a small boat 
with our shipmates, melds our separate souls together into a special 
comraderie. This phenomenon may underlie the surprising success of 
sailing programs for troubled youth. 
 
Tomorrow we are to sail Crete's west coast and turn the notorious 
southwest corner where, as it turns out, the pilot book's warning of 
high seas will not materialize. 
 
Rather, Monday, we awake to light southerly headwind. Puttering out the 
western entrance, Impala is aided by an observant fisherman bringing his 
caique in from sea. I am straying towards the western reef and he waves 
me back over to the channel. I am thankful for his care. The Cretans are 



kind and they know their business. 
 
Sailing down the west coast we come to Ormos Livadhi (Meadow Bay in 
Greek) that is covered with large greenhouses, something we will see a 
lot of. Wherever the mountains give way to livadhi, Cretans are growing 
vegetables on an industrial scale for the markets of Europe.   
 

   
 
Agri-industry. The south of Crete, being very far south,  grows Europe's early vegetables. 
 
 
The climate is good but the transport is bad. There being no harbors, 
produce leaves by the convoluted switched-backed roads across the 
mountains back to ports on the north coast. The industry is biggest near 
Ierapetra, probably because Ierapetra has the best road connections. 
 
Our breeze picks up a little from the west so we get the genoa up and 
are sliding quietly along at six knots, past the isle of Elaphonissi, 
into the Libyan Sea. The wind, accelerates around the corner of Crete 
picking up to force 6. The genoa and mizzen are down, the staysail up 
and the main reefed. Half an hour later we power by Palaiochora becalmed 
in lee of the mountains.  



 
 
The White Mountains close up viewed from the south. The height in the background is 8040 feet and white. 
 
 
 
 
 
We are headed for Loutra a harbor much used in the time of Christ and 
which looks on the chart as little more than an unprotected cove. 
Getting there, we sail in close under the White Mountains which rise to 
8040 feet just 5 miles away. The Germans were unable to catch Moss in 
this terrain and we can only be amazed that he could effect landings off 
this coast, remarkable feats of mountaineering skill and seamanship. 



   
 
The sort of landing spots used by Moss. 
 
 



 
The day is hot; steering Impala is tedious only under power and we 
mitigate the tedium with the autopilot.  
 
Rounding Finika Peninsula and find ourselves suddenly at Loutra, a 
wonderland of about 30 white 2 and 3 story buildings jumbled into a nice 
village. Most of the buildings are hotels and associated tavernas. There 
is no road in or out of town. Everyone comes on the small ferry or walks 
the footpath from the roadhead at Sfakia three miles east. Some are on 
their way back to civilization from trekking the Samaria Gorge 6 miles 
west. Impala's crew are the only ones to arrive by sailboat. A 
hospitable fisherman invites us to tie to the tiny fisher dock, moving 
some lines to make us room.  

 
 
Impala in Loutra. Mike swimming. Loutra was an entirely unexpected tourist hamlet of about 200 
people. 
 
 
I had thought about going past Loutra to stop in Sfakia, which, 
according to the pilot book, has sea walls and looks more secure. 
Interestingly, we discovered that, despite Sfakia being at the road head, 
the ferry overnights in Loutra. The ferry operators must think Loutra is 



the safer spot. We don't test Loutra's security because the wind remains 
light through the night.  
 
Tuesday morning Sfakia looks tiny as we power past. We are experiencing 
south Crete's binary weather, two states: gale and calm. Today, the 
Libyan Sea is placid. We are Yanmarring across the infamous Bay of 
Messara with the main and mizzen up just in case. The sea is shiny, even 
the swell is gone. The coast is changing, a band of low land separates 
the high mountains from the sea. There are farms and villages.  
 
After nine hours we come to the oddest harbor of all, Kali Limenes. Used 
by St Paul in 59 a.d., the harbor is an east facing cove formed by a 
quarter mile indentation in the coastline. The small island of St. 
Pavlos a cable to the southeast gives some protection to the cove. But 
the real protection at Kali Limenes comes from the surrounding hills, 
which somehow deflect almost all winds--almost all the time.  
 
 
 

 
 
Impala sticks out in the boat haven at Kali Limenes. The sea wall belies the weather. It is 
usually, but not always, calm here. 
 
 



 
A little before sundown we squeeze Impala into the new boat harbor, she 
being about the biggest that will fit. There are no other yachts here; 
Kali Limenes' business is fuel. Tonight six ships are anchored in the 
roadstead bunkering at the facility on St. Pavlos Island or waiting for 
orders in a slow shipping season. We have dinner in the only taverna--no 
tourists here. The weather is about to turn. We have three really good 
sailing days ahead.

 
 
View of the roadstead at Limenes. Six ships were waiting the day we were there. This is a 
typical ashore dinner scene for our Greek cruising. 
 
 
Wednesday morning is a bright meltemi day. Oliver dives to clear our 
anchor, snagged on others, which is a common occurrence in small med-
moor harbors. We are using a new (to us) 55 lb Rocna anchor and find 
that in the Greek bottoms--sand, weed, rock--it is more reliable than 
our old 65 lb Bruce. I have replaced the normal 20 foot chain leader 
with a length of dyneema line. Experimental, it seems to work pretty 
well. Dyneema rope is very hard to cut, it dulls a steel blade. You are 
meant to use a ceramic knife. Chafe from rocky bottoms does not harm it, 
but coral is a pretty good substitute for a ceramic knife, so dyneema 
might not work in tropical waters. Our total tackle is now about 25 
pounds lighter which eases handling, which we do by hand, but it is 
maybe a little light. We watch it carefully and have "Big Bertha", our 



105 pound CQR with a heavy chain leader, in reserve. 
 
In Kali Limenes' special local wind, southerly force 3, we set all sail 
and glide past the anchored ships. Four miles on we come back to 
standard conditions. The southerly, in a moment, shifts to north force 5, 
then force 8 gusting 9. We make four sail changes--down Yankee, reef the 
main, and down mizzen, then a second reef for the main. For four hours 
we bust along, close reaching in choppy, anguished seas that remain 
immature so close to the weather shore. 

 
 
Oliver LaFarge at the wheel. Windy but warm. After Kali Limenes the wind got over the 
mountain. 
 
16 miles short of our destination, Ierapetra, the wind suddenly goes 
light. We shake the reefs, put all the sails back up and return to port 
tack, force 3 southerly. We set the mizzen staysail. Ierapetra, used 
since Minoan times, has a small enclosed boat harbor and a gigantic 
agro-industry. It comes at the eastern third of Crete which is lower and 
gentler than the rest of the island, the spine here drops to about 1400 
feet. Ierapetra winds are reputed gentle, so we expect the light wind to 
take us all the way into the boat harbor. But about four miles short the 
north breeze comes back at force 6 to 7; down comes our light canvas and 
the yankee, in goes a single reef.  
 
These mountain wind shifts are geographic, which means, when the blast 
takes you by surprise, rather than fighting to shorten sail under gale 
conditions, you can retrace your steps a quarter mile back to the calm, 
prepare your boat for the gale, and then proceed under proper canvas. If 
you look for them, the wind lines are fairly easy to see. 
 



Fearing being pinned against a wall in the marina for what might be 
several days of strong winds, I bring Impala to anchor 200 yards off 
Ierapetra's beach. We cook tonight for ourselves and retire early. The 
wind blows all night. 
 
Thursday, we awake to a breezy force 6. Over coffee it increases to 7. 
Often, in Greek anchorages, one is faced with deciding whether one is 
sailing out into a gale or just anchored within the bounds of a local 
williwaw. This morning, knowing from weather reports that the meltemi is 
blowing force 5 to 6 on the north coast, I am pretty sure this is not 
just local. Our destination is Kouremenos, a small fishing village well 
up the east coast bordering the windy Stenon Kasou. We will have wind 
today. 
 
We tie in the second reef, power out the anchor and turn away from the 
beach. Under main alone we go off at 8 knots. Within ten minutes it is 
force 9 gusting 10. As an experiment, we drop the main. Impala slows 
down to 5 knots under bare poles and is easy to steer (we are reaching). 
Then we raise the staysail alone. She handles nicely, slight weather 
helm at 110° off the wind going 7 knots. The seas are furious but only 
about 3 feet high because we are so close to the shore. A lot of water 
sloshes aboard, cleaning the decks, but these seas are too small to wet 
the cockpit. We set the main again. 
 

 
 
Oliver, Scott and Mike Jehle on the way to Ierapetra. Despite the wind, the sea is low and easy. 



 
The boat is happy so I go below to take a little morning nap on the lee 
side. Forty minutes later, I awake on the weather side to find we are on 
the starboard tack in a force 2/3 southerly, all sail set. What a place! 
At noon we are becalmed, we turn on the engine to maintain steerage way. 
 
Ahead we see what looks like a speed boat wake, a line of small, but 
sharp, cresting waves. It is a wind line and the breeze comes back again. 
For a few miles past Cape Goudhoura the conditions are most intense.  
Ahead we see smokes of spray fly off the land. These williwaws are 
narrow, say 100 yards wide, and thin, maybe 20 feet high, except on 
their leading edge where they rise up a hundred feet or so, as though 
they pile up in front of the slower moving air front of them. We cannot 
measure their speed even when we sail through one because it does not 
extend high enough to spin our anenometer 65 feet up.  
 

 
 
Our strongest winds were at the southeast corner of Crete and up the east coast. The conditions are unusual 
because, despite the wind force, there is no sea to speak of. Around the corner, on the east coast, the sea 
picked up and we had a proper beat to windward. 
 
 
 



 
An hour later we are becalmed. We know what to expect now so we don't 
put all the sails back up, but get the yankee up and power up to the 
next windline near Cape Trakhilas, the southeast corner of Crete. Here 
the Stenon Kasou northwester awaits us. We shorten sail back to our 
standard gale rig of double reefed main and staysail and sail hard on 
the wind 12 miles to Cape Plaka. Impala handles it well, though starting 
to get pressed when the wind gets up to 45. The next sail reduction is 
to take in the main. Knowing we won't make much windward progress under 
staysail alone, I don't look forward to that. But the breeze stays 
steady and we beat into Ormos Grandes, drop anchor and drop sails off 
Kouremnos. The wind is dropping too. We made 25 sail changes today (8 
would be a normal day--4 ups and 4 downs.) We are proud of the old girl, 
she sleeps us in dry bunks. 
 
Friday the day breaks bright with a moderate northwesterly force 5. We 
sail out the anchor and are away for Cape Sidheros the northeast corner 
of Crete. The frantic winds are gone, just a fine breeze in flat water 
along a spectacular mountainous coast sprinkled with offshore islands. 
Once around the cape we sail 30 miles in summer conditions, to the 
Venetian fort at Spinalonga.  We anchor at Elounda where we are meeting 
friends. We have sailed 270 miles in six days, three of calm, two with 
wind and one, heavenly. We have new stories to tell and have proven, at 
least to ourselves, that Crete is indeed an island. 
 
  


